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Abstract

This article explores the possibility of applying the rigid flexibility model to a service setting. The rigid flexibility model was originally developed to explain factors that determine flexibility in a manufacturing environment. Collins and Schmenner (1993) introduced the model and recently, Giovani J.C. da Silveira (2005) reexamined it and provided some empirical validations. Adjusting to a different scenario of the service industry, this article makes an attempt to describe the concept of flexibility that departs from what is presently available in existing literature. The study presents a Malaysian case to describe the model. The operation of AirAsia, the market leader of low cost carriers (LCCs) in Asia, is suitably selected, firstly, because the company has shown a good record of bringing about innovative ideas into the industry. In addition, the industry itself, especially in the Asian region, is observing a growth rate of 4.2% above the global rate of 3.2% and IATA has forecasted that the passenger traffic will grow at 6.5% while cargo traffic will expand at 8.5%. These make the application of the model more relevant. This article will highlight best practices utilized by AirAsia, in terms of creating simplicity and discipline, the two dimensions of rigid flexibility proposed by Collins and Schmenner (1993).

1. Introduction

Achieving flexibility in operations has been discussed for quite sometime but remains the most interesting one. This is due to the ever-changing nature of a global business operation that requires firms to adjust accordingly. The International Journal of Productions and Operations dedicated a special issue in 2005 for managing flexibility where pioneers in the fields such as Gerwin, Slacks, and Schmenner reexamined their earlier, original models. A very recent POM conference in Dallas featured a few articles in managing flexibility such as the ones written by Stevenson and Spring (2007), concerning supply chain, and Abdul Kareem (2007), on operation strategy. If that remains the case about the importance of flexibility in manufacturing, what could be said for a service setting where the product and service are less tangible, cannot be stored, and changes are more volatile? Therefore, flexibility is crucial to service operations considering the high variability and uncertainty involved in providing services, especially for front liner operations (Hervey et al., 1997). Even experts agree that flexibility could be used to enhance business performance (Swamidass and Newell 1987; Fiegenbaum and Karani. 1991; Narashimhan and Dass 1999).

To make the matter more persuasive, the interest to intensify research on operation management in service is accelerated by the dominant factor the service industries plays in modern economy. Shares of the service sector in GDP for selected Asian countries range from 21.4% to 63.9% in 1980, and increased from 33.7% to 86.5% in 2002 (Lovelock et al., 2005). For example, shares of the service sector in
Malaysia’s economy increased from 44.2% in 1990 to 46.4% in 2002. Hong Kong’s service sector is the most rapidly growing and accounts for half of their GNP; 63.9% in 1980 to 86.5% in 2002. This factor, coupled with the uncertainties in demand, requires organizations to adapt wisely to those changes. Operations flexibility is a competitive priority that can prepare organizations when faced with uncertainties.

One possible model to help a service organization to achieve flexibility in operations is the rigid flexibility model proposed by Collins and Schmenner (1993). Their study focuses on manufacturing strategies and their responsiveness to the market's requirements, made possible via simplified processes and discipline in procedures. Recently, Slack (2005) highlighted the emerging importance of IT and other organizational sources; the so-called 'infrastructural' flexibility. All in all, it is interesting to see the possibility of applying the model to service industries. This article explores the potential of applying the principles in a rigid flexibility model to the service industries through a case study approach.

This exploratory study will focus on a single service organization in Malaysia, AirAsia. The research aims to find and highlight the process, procedures, and practices at AirAsia that deem to fit the characteristics of simplicity and discipline in the original model. We wish to demonstrate that simplicity and discipline are a universal concept that can be applied in both manufacturing and service. Specifically, we will attempt to answer three questions:

1. What is simplicity in service operations?
2. What is discipline in service operations?
3. Do both of the dimensions mentioned influence service operations flexibility?

2. Flexibility in Manufacturing Context

Due to the unexpected changes that affect input and processes, firms are required to call for some degree in flexibility to respond to occurring changes. Volberda, (1999) relates an organizations’ flexibility towards the changes in the environment to the outcome of interaction between organization responsiveness and their capabilities to handle the situation. In dealing with flexibility, managers have two main dimensions: speed and variety (Verdu-Jover et al. 2004). Speed refers to the ability to activate response in time and variety refers to the amount of capabilities firms have to respond to the demands of the environment.

Gerwin’s (1987) definition of flexibility is more focused on connecting manufacturing flexibility to specific levels of manufacturing processes. For instance, individual performance, machine performance, manufacturing systems, warehousing management, production line, and others. The author associates the flexibility dimension with seven sets of uncertainties including mix, changeover, modification, rerouting, volume, material and sequencing. Later in 1989, Gerwin associated flexibility with computer aided manufacturing (CAM) and found that CAM technology does not enhance flexibility if it is not supported by well-trained and multi-skilled employees. In another development, Slack (1987) interviewed ten manufacturing firms and concluded that flexibility is the managers’ perceptions and understanding of the concept of flexibility based on their responsibility, type of manufacturing and resources availability. The author then grouped flexibility into four main types: product, mix, volume and delivery.
Upton (1994) saw flexibility in the context of internal and external dimensions. Internal refers to firms’ strategies and their ability and capability to respond to the external demand. External flexibility refers to firms’ ability and capability to meet customers’ demand on service delivery systems, customization of product, and dealing with cyclical demand. Later in 1995, he argued that capital and information systems alone are insufficient to achieve flexibility but must be added up with additional important dimensions like workforce and the management itself as important integration of flexibility. According to Correa and Gianesi (1994), firms that sought manufacturing flexibility and found it faced environmental uncertainty and variability of output. Swamidass and Newell (1987) urged that firms find a way to cope with high uncertainties in the changes in the environment by manufacturing flexibility—as supported by many studies. Gerwin (1986), Gupta and Goyal (1989), and Slack (1989) propose for several kinds of corresponding flexibilities to cope with several kinds of uncertainties. Correa and Gianesi (1994) again found that uncertainty together with variability form a rationale for the operations’ interest in flexibility.

Referring to the flexibility model in particular, the earlier version of the model is attributed to the empirical study that uses the database from “Made in Europe” (Hanson et al. 1994) and “Made in Switzerland” (Collins et al. 1990), which focuses on the benchmarking study of manufacturing practices and performance of 800 plants in five European countries. Collins and Schmenner (1993) defines flexibility as the realization of explicit statement of customers and end-users’ requirement that has to be met; for instance, shorter delivery time and product customization. Among all, the objective of the study is to determine the degree of differences in adopting a rigid flexibility model between the countries studied. The study helps future researches in forming a deeper understanding about the rigid flexibility model. Collins et al. (1990) found that the variables used in inventory management—warehousing, product cycle times, and total cycle times in manufacturing are strongly supported by simplicity dimensions. The authors also determined that product cycle time depends on the idea of lean attitude, management systems, and process capability. Finally, they also found that strategic and quality management have a great influence in achieving flexibility where the findings supported that new product developments are strongly dependent on simplicity and discipline. The research also proves that higher simplicity and higher discipline lead to higher degrees of flexibility in manufacturing operations.

In the manufacturing perspectives, simplicity is about the firms’ initiative to streamline information and simplify material flow processes. Simplicity puts together all the processes involved, for instance, the product concept and design, manufacturing processes, and lastly the distribution processes to reach customers or end-users. In contrast, discipline is about the implementations of steady and dedicated procedures in regards to the processes. This would result from improvements or changes made in several areas such as planning, technology used, labor development, scheduling, changes in product design, and controlling processes due to changes in environment. Examples of discipline are the standardization of procedures, the allocation of adequate employee training, the periodical machine maintenance, the implementation of inventory management, and the warehousing.

Subsequently, the study was replicated by Da Silveira (2005), with some modifications of using a broader international database, including the technology and organization programs dimension and moderating the role of dedicated line layout in the relationship between simplicity, discipline, and flexibility. Da Silveira (2005) finds that companies frequently implement simplicity and discipline programs.
concurrently in achieving flexibility. This proves that simplicity programs appear to have a positive relationship with flexibility and it is significant in three out of four flexibility dimensions used. The same result is true for discipline where it is found that discipline programs are positively related to the flexibility dimension.

3. **Flexibility in Service Operations**

While it is generally agreed upon that the changing environment has impacted the manufacturing industry, the service industries suffer the same challenges in more difficult surroundings. In situations where the presence of both customer and service personnel is required, Harvey et al. (1997) argues that it is the intangibility of the service that enable firms to respond to environmental changes accordingly. This corresponds to Johnston's (1994) definition of flexibility in service context as “a willingness of the service personal to alter the nature of service to meet customer requirement”. Therefore, as a result of high variability and uncertainties in environment due to changing market needs, service providers are required to have better understanding of customer demand. Considering the changes in business environment, service organizations have no option but to consider being flexible in operations to maintain their competitive advantages. Therefore, the changing nature of the environment requires flexibility as one of the primary competitive components to be applied and considered seriously.

Several studies on service flexibility have been done, although at a slower ratio than those done for the manufacturing industries. Silvestro et al. (1993) for instance, in proposing three dimensions of service flexibility –volume, delivery/speed flexibility and specification flexibility– adopted the manufacturing flexibility concept for the service environment. In their study of service operation and analyzing flexibility, Correa and Gianesi (1994) also associated manufacturing flexibility in the broader term of flexibility as ‘being able to respond effectively to unplanned change’. They associated uncertainty and variability with unplanned change attributed, which require firms to understand the concept of unplanned change. Managing unplanned change can be divided under two dimensions. One is labeled as flexibility in dealing with change after the unplanned change has occurred. The second dimension is the ability to deal with a certain amount of change and reducing the effect of change. This can be done by finding ways to control the changes by implementing strategies like forecasting technique, maintenance system, parts standardization, and manufacturing focus. These strategies are to prevent and avoid the change before it occurs. The authors further summarized the framework for understanding and analyzing the unplanned change, control, and flexibility as below:

a) The use of stimuli in the operation system in terms of size, frequency, novelty, certainty, and rate. Different stimuli may require different managerial action. Flexibility is expected to be used in dealing with the changing circumstances.

b) Controlling the stimuli and being flexible. Controlling is the ability of interfering effectively with the cause of change so as to alter one or some of the dimensions. Flexibility helps in responding effectively to unplanned changes.
The unplanned change control actually acts as a filter to reduce the amount of change that affects the whole system. The changes which pass through the control filter have to be dealt with by the system, through the system flexibility. Correa and Gianesi (1994) associated this framework with service operation flexibility as illustrated in Figure 1.

Once the unplanned change passes through the filter, the authors proposed seven types of service operations flexibility to deal with it. Design flexibility is associated with the ability to come with new services whereas package flexibility deals with offering a variety of services within a period of time. The third type, delivery time flexibility is related to the ability to meet the new delivery time while delivery location flexibility is the ability to offer the services in different locations. Next in the line, volume flexibility is the ability to cater higher service output. When unplanned changes take place, system robustness flexibility is the ability to continue operating despite those changes. Finally, customer recovery flexibility is about having the ability to recover customers if the delivery system faces problems.

![Figure 1: Stimuli Control Filter and Flexibility in Service Organizations](source: Correa and Gianesi (1994))

Adler (1988) agreed that flexibility in service organizations is a useful tool to improve firms’ competitive position as related to the use of technologies in implementation and the decision-making process. Upton (1994) supported the idea and added that firms should create an infrastructure to allow for system flexibility. As a result of technological improvement and changes in customer preferences, service operations have become flexible and this requires adjustment in the delivery process. Upton also pointed out that customers expect and prefer to get services at their convenient time and location. For example, cellular phone companies offer services for broader coverage area and different time zones in wide geographical countries.

In this development, service organizations have to understand customers’ activity patterns and design accurate service delivery processes that meet with customers’
changing patterns. Changes in information technology have resulted in a significant change in service delivery processes that help service personnel’s to perform a better job while interacting with customers. Banks that have ATM services have been providing convenient services to customers for years. In accordance with this, ATM services have improved over time. Two of the improvements mentioned include the increase in the limit of the amount in withdrawal transactions and the multiplication of ATM units strategically situated in many convenient locations. In elaboration, ATM services nowadays are not solely restricted to bank premises but can also be found at airports, petrol stations, bus stations, fast food restaurants and many others. The change in the way banks deliver services indicates the degree of flexibility in service operations that benefits banks and customers alike. ATM technology may require some investment on the banks’ side, but in the long run, it reduces operating costs by decreasing the number of staff at counter services. Davis and Heineke (2005) concluded that reduction in customers’ waiting time at counter services by improving better services management of process design can certainly reduce customers’ dissatisfaction and defection.

Technologies have proven to be able to offer more opportunities in improving services processes. Collier (1994) in a study on electronic devices for check-in and check-out systems in the hotel industry, automatic toll booth in transportation, electronic fund transfer in banking services, the practices of “e-ticketing” in the airline business have given huge impact to the ticket purchasing system, airport checking process, and service industries as well. Therefore, in responding effectively to customers’ demand variations, improving services process design by using technology is another approach to increase flexibility of the service system.

4. Methodology

We use a case study method. It deems appropriate as the model has not been applied to a service organization. In exploring the concept of simplicity and discipline, we are looking at a set of the best practices and procedures utilized by a company. A total of four employees at the executive and managerial level were interviewed. The writer spent more time (approximately two hours) with the senior manager of Network Management Centre as all operations fall under his jurisdiction. Besides him, we also interviewed the technical service manager and two executives. The information collected from the staff is complementary to each other, ensuring the internal validity of the method. We prepared a set of open-ended questions to guide the discussion. When necessary, we made a follow-up call to the informants to ascertain the obtained information. The secondary information was taken primarily from AirAsia’s web-site: AirAsia.com.

5. The case of AirAsia

The airline industry falls within the category of a service factory defined by Schmenner (1986) by being characterized by the low level of customer interaction and low intensity of labor use; a characteristics of a mass production of the manufacturing industry. This category is deemed to get the most benefit from the principle of simplicity and discipline prescribed by Collin and Schmenner (1993). Being among the newest in the business, the company has attracted investors and customers with its fast and innovative ways. This company has begun to emerge to become a regional brand, and not surprisingly a global brand in the near future. With the plan to expand
its operation to new destinations like London, India, and Australia, AirAsia could become a dominant airline company in the global industry. Starting with only a few airplanes in December 2001, now the company has a fleet of 34 Boeing 737-300 and 17 Airbus 320 airplanes. It successfully raised a stunning RM717.4 million in one of the largest public offerings in Malaysia.

With an expansion program in line, the company has ordered 130 A320s that will eventually replace the existing Boeing 747-300s. The growth is attributed to the demand of air transport across Asia. AirAsia's popular theme ‘Now Everybody Can Fly’ is the talk of the town in ASEAN. In March 2007, the rate of on-time departures and arrivals was 85%. The operating practices includes a turnaround of arriving airplanes of 25 minutes, the fastest in the region, which give a higher utilization of the airplanes and employees, better productivity, and better economizing. Among the award achievements are Asia’s Best Budget Airline 2006 by SmartTravelAsia.com, Best Managed Company, Best Corporate Governance, Best Investor Relations, and Most Committed to Strong Dividend Policy by FinanceAsia.com, also in 2006, and the Airline Market Leadership Award by Air Transport World (ATW) in 2005. As of 31 August 2006, the airline employs 2680 and enjoys a customer base of 16 million. AirAsia’s main strategies are: low-fare, no-frills services, frequent flights, and guest convenience.

5.1 Simplicity and Discipline at AirAsia

As the intention of this paper is to show the relevancy of the principles to a service operation, we will focus firstly on procedures and practices that relate to the concept of simplicity.

a) Commonality of systems and equipment.

AirAsia strives to have a similar type of equipment. In this case, the company is in the process of phasing out all the Boeing 737-300 models and is replacing them with Airbus 300 models. This decision will automatically simplify the handling and maintenance of the equipment, plus make easier the training of new pilots and air staff.

b) Simplifying the booking and sales.

Relying heavily on IT, the company keeps introducing innovative ways for booking and ticket sales. In August 2003, the airline became the first in the world to introduce SMS booking where customers could book their seats, check flight schedules, and obtain the latest promotional announcements through their mobile phones. In April 2002, the company established a nationwide call center with 180 telephone lines and could take 6000 calls per day. Internet booking and ticket-less operations are the essence of the simplified process of booking and checking-in. In addition to the facilities, there are numerous reservation and booking offices and authorized travel agents that could process the activities.

c) Simplifying the operations: checking-in, seating and snacks.
One example is the practice of free seating. This practice really simplifies the coordination of the operations. Imagine in 25 minutes or earlier, the turnaround of an aircraft must take place. By simplifying the process where there are no different classes and free seating, the staff manages to complete the process in less than 25 minutes. A visit at the site by the writer showed how the process is done wonderfully. Snack attack is provided where passengers could order a limited range of snacks and beverages. In all, fifteen types of ready-made beverages and seven types of snacks are offered.

d) Organizational structure.

It is rather strange here to report that there is not much emphasis of the organizational structure of the company. Any company will proudly publicize the organizational structure in the website or public avenues, but one cannot find any at AirAsia’s website. Through the interviews, we managed to find an organizational structure where three executive vice presidents, for operations, commercials and people, serve under the CEO and the deputy CEO. The senior manager of the network operations, who contributed most of the information in this article, reports to the executive vice president of operations. When this question was posted to the operations manager, “Why is the organizational structure not officially emphasized?” he only implied that the CEO would prefer to have a common feeling of unity among the staff. Thus having a rigid structure will segregate people into different categories. In general, the organizational structure of this organization is one that has two management layers; the top managers consisting of the CEO, deputy CEO, and three vice-presidents and the second layer consisting of managers for various functions.

With regards to the principles of discipline, here are some of the procedures and practices that are relevant.

a) Practicing total quality culture (TC)

Some elements of TC are present, such as the commitment of the leaders to create the culture of quality directly. As Tony Fernandez, the CEO, pointed out in an interview with Asian Wall Street Journal (www.airasia.com):

“The management culture here is very top-down. There's less creativity and fewer people who are willing to speak out. They're more implementers than doers. There's less freedom of speech, and that impacts the business world. Even when they know things are not right, they won't speak out. They just do what they're told to do. To solve the problem, he stresses “We have no offices. We dress down. You wear a suit, and you put distance between you and your staff. We're on a first-name basis. I go around the office, around the check-in desks, the planes constantly, talking to people. Fifty percent of my job is managing people in the company. You get people to open up to you by just asking them to do it, and then responding to them. You don't send a memo, or do some "speak up" incentive program. It's got to be from the heart.”

b) The system disciplines the customer

Going after this specific market of price-conscious passengers, i.e. those who are willing to book early and pay in order to get cheaper and affordable prices, here the
concept of discipline applies to the customer. In return, the company manages to absorb the variability of demand by having confirmed booking with payment in advance.

c) Discipline of the staff

The staff is not required to clock in and out. They come to work because they like to work as commented by the senior operation managers. Information is available on the measures of performances where those who are below the standard will be known to other staff members. There is a simple spreadsheet excel system called ‘Baywatch” that disseminates relevant information to all staffs. The operation manager stresses that:

“I want to go back to basics, for example I introduce an excel spreadsheet showing the information relevant to people. Trust them, give them information”

d) Performance measurement

Various performance measures are used to indicate operating efficiency. The company strives to beat the measures all time. For example, the rate of on-time arrivals and departures of the May 2007 is 84%, whereas the turnaround of an aircraft was 25 minutes.

e) Training and development

The company stresses the training and development of the staff to keep abreast with changes. The normal one week on-the-job training is given to new employees. Training is ongoing for three months within the period of probation. Employee skills and knowledge will be upgraded with an ongoing course using AirAsia’s academy. The staffs are multi-skilled where they are trained to handle multiple jobs. For example, the cabin crews are not only serving passengers on-board but do multiple tasks such as ensuring passengers’ safety, helping passengers, and ensuring cleanliness of aircraft interior.

6. Discussion of the Findings

The company decision to use one type of aircraft ensures its easy maintenance and training of staffs. The use of IT at the company helps the company plan the unplanned changes. The clever use of IT has enabled the control filter, as specified by Correa and Gianesi (1994) to function properly. It simplifies the booking, sales and checking-In procedures. Furthermore, the company has locked a partnership with its IT vendors for mutual benefits where AirAsia can constantly improve their system while the IT vendor learns to create innovative products according to customer requirements.

By utilizing IT, the company has managed to simplify its operations of checking-in through its free seating practices. Furthermore, it simplifies the delivery of food and beverages to the passenger through limited choice of snacks and beverages. Finally, it has a simplified organizational structure that helps its management to communicate quickly with those at a lower level.
Training and development help the company achieve the element of discipline. It is associated with labor flexibility in a manufacturing context. Performance measurement is used to monitor the standard to achieve. Such efficiency indicators as the 25 minutes turnaround of an aircraft, 85 percent on-time arrival and departure, etc are utilized. This practice is similar to Collin and Schmenner's (1993) proposed use of ISO standards to achieve discipline. In addition, the total quality culture adopted by the company provides discipline for managing its operations. In the following Figure 2, a set of best practices and procedures are proposed, consequently influence seven types of service operations flexibility.

Figure 2: The proposed rigid flexibility model for a service organization

Looking back at the seven dimensions of service operations flexibility proposed by Correa and Gianessi (1994), the simplicity and discipline enable AirAsia to design a new service; a long-haul, no-frill airline. The new service will enable passengers to fly to long distance destinations from Asia. Among the new proposed destinations are London, India, Australia and New Zealand. With regards to the package service, AirAsia is able to marry its air travel business with other travel services, such as food and accommodation, by using the integrated internet booking system with the introduction of package services. It is the integrity of its IT infrastructure, again, that deals quite effectively with the delivery time flexibility and delivery location flexibility. In the case of booking and purchasing of a seat, a customer can carry out the process anytime, at anyplace. AirAsia strives to increase the frequency of the flights, thus increasing the volume capacity. Nevertheless, not all unplanned changes are effectively solved with the integrated elements of simplicity and discipline. The last two types of flexibility are the most difficult ones for a company like AirAsia to deal with. There have been cases of stranded passengers, complaining on the slow response of the staffs to deal with their problems. Therefore, there is a question of the model only effectively provide answers for the first five types of service flexibility.
7.0 Further Observations

The principle of simplicity and discipline is common among the low-cost, no-frills airlines, not just for AirAsia. The difference is how they do about achieving the principles: by using a set of best practices effectively. Overall, the principles of simplicity and discipline can be well applied in both no-frill airlines as well as full-service airlines. Full-service airlines can also filter the variability in demand by creating a different category of airfare. The lowest fare will surely have rigid terms, where it is inevitable that ticket changes or refunds would be expensive and/or out of the question. This category will be suitable for those price-conscious customers with certain dates of traveling. With regards to food and beverages, it is a practice of full-service airlines to offer full meals, but with limited choice.

Furthermore, we believe that the model could be well-fitted to any type of service categories in Schmenner's (1986) service typology. This is due to the fact that the model uses best practices to achieve the simplicity and discipline, regardless of any category. In relation to the process selection, the principles in the models can be applied to any process delivery. For example, the use of IT can be applied to the customer involvement approach through the use of technology. Best practices are not universal, but probably unique to each organization. However it can be observed that the concept of simplicity and discipline is quite universal. These two dimensions are practicable to both manufacturing and services, and to different kinds of process delivery. Perhaps, a question to managers in dealing with both concepts is how to balance between the two. In some situations, there should be more for simplicity while in others, it is best to focus on being more disciplined.

It is true that the best practices and procedures to achieve flexibility in this paper were extracted from the case study of an airline company. However, when one contemplates further, the suggested practices and procedures such as TQC, the use of IT, performance measurement, and training and development are not too strange to be used for other service industries such as health care, hotels and recreational, and education. Thus, we trust that the model has a potential wide application to different service setting.

Traditionally, goods and services have been characterized with four characteristics, namely: intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity and perish-ability, which tend to distinguish goods and services (Correa et al 2007). The same authors proposed the value packages prism with new features: stock-ability, intensity of interaction, simultaneousness of consumption, and difficulty to assess performance, that presume to converge well for both goods and services. The applicability of this model for evaluating flexibility concurs partially from the concept of managing and anticipating changes. Therefore, it is interesting to see the applications of the model expand to deal with flexibility in the newly constructed definition of mix goods and services.

8.0 Summary

We have proposed that simplicity and discipline are dimensions in the rigid flexibility model and fit well for both manufacturing and services. As for the dimension of simplicity, it can be induced that the best practices at AirAsia such as using the same equipment, simplifying the booking and sales through IT, simplifying
the operations through the concept of free-seating, limited choices of snacks and beverages, and simple organizational structure has created simplicity for its service operations. Some practices and procedures that can be attributed to the discipline function are the total quality culture, training and development, performance measurement, and discipline of the staff. Overall, the best practices and procedures at AirAsia contribute to simplifying its operation and disciplining the system elements. As for the last research question, it has been answered by looking at Correa and Gianesi (1994) where seven types of flexibility are achieved through stimuli and control filter mechanism. Nevertheless, after analyzing AirAsia’s case, it seems that the model conveniently links to the first five forms of service operations flexibility, leaving the last two forms unsolved.
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